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The publisher claims that we are born into a world controlled by unseen forces that have plagued

and manipulated humanity for thousands of years. David Icke exposes these forces and their

methods of human control and he claims to reveal a fantastic web of global manipulation,

orchestrated by forces beyond this physical realm.
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... Children of the Matrix by David Icke. ... Man, this is the most FUN read I have had since I first

read A Separate Reality by Carlos Castaneda in 1973! This book is either the greatest kind of

"comic books for adults" or one of the best investigative works of undercover intellectual exposes on

our current state of affairs ever! ... Roll together Who Rules America by G. William Domhoff, The

Power Elite by C. Wright Mills, When Corporations Rule the World by David C. Korten, On A Pale

Horse by William Cooper, The People's History of the United States by Howard Zinn, ANYTHING by

either Noam Chomsky or Michael Parenti, and a good helping of Gary Allen, Eric Von Daniken, and

The Dulce Wars by Branton, and you will pretty much get the gist of this huge tome dealing with

aliens, conspiracies, and good old class warfare! ... YOWZA! ...... Now, on page 402, David Icke

writes: "I instinctively knew from an early age that schools were places where the clones of

tomorrow were honed and produced. I was, therefore, a rebel from the start. I have never passed a

major school exam in my life (and never taken one), never went to college or university, and have

done all my learning in my time and on my terms." - AND IT SHOWS! ... If David Icke (and don't get



me wrong: I LIKE him!) wants people to take what he is saying SERIOUSLY, then I am afraid he is

going to have to either study harder or go back to school to get some of his facts straight - because

I, alone (on ONE reading), found what I believe to be MANY mistakes in this book.... For example,

on page 197, he writes: "Even the term 'TESTAMENT' is the entomological confirmation that it is

literally all a load of balls." What he MEANT to say was ETYMOLOGICAL - the linguistical study of

the origin & meaning of words.

I don't have a problem with basic Conspiracy Theory, in that the idea of The World Banking System

ruling the planet makes sense. I can accept the Kennedy Conspiracy, Roswell, you name it, but like

most people I find David's theories about all of the world's rulers being Reptilian shape-shifting

Aliens a little hard to swallow. Especially when they are supposedly involved in the mass ritual

sacrifice of children.I presume the way he avoids massive law suits for defamation is by claiming to

be reflecting the views of people such as 'former mind control slave' Arizona Wilder, and by

pleading Truth as a defence, insisting that the Royal Family, George Bush etc. must prove that they

are not Aliens. Yet the way Conspiracy theorists work, no proof would ever be enough anyway. If

the rulers did submit to DNA testing and were found to be wholly human, ole Dave would no doubt

insist that the tests were rigged.Don't get me wrong, I can accept that the human race are a bunch

of genetically engineered worker animals. Apart from the checked shirts, the booze, the smokes and

the hockey, their willingness to accept injustice seems to be limitless. For example, nobody ever

questioned the fact that a kid could be sent to Vietnam when he was 18, but couldn't by himself a

drink until he was 21. Der...If there is a flaw in David's voluminous research, it is that he tries to

shoehorn everything into a preset framework, intending that it should prove his point, come what

may. He takes all historical references to be literal, rather than symbolic or metaphorical, such as

the many ancient serpent references, which he ties in with the Reptilian lineage.
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